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Karolayn Opazo used a new digital revolving credit line from RedCapital to grow her
wholesale avocado businesses in Chile. With support from MetLife Foundation, Accion
worked with RedCapital and providers across Latin America to create digital financial
products geared to improve clients’ financial health.

Dear Friends,
After more than two years of the global pandemic, many are eager to move on from days of stress,
uncertainty, and fear. But for the world’s low-income people, these challenging days are not over, and the
path forward is unclear.
The pandemic and an uneven global recovery have worsened economic divides between rich and poor, and
for the first time in our lifetimes, levels of poverty and hunger are on the rise. As we rebuild from a crisis that
has caused hardships for so many, we can’t lose sight of persisting problems.
Thankfully, people and small businesses have shown incredible resilience in this crisis, and we now have
more powerful tools to help them. More people than ever are using digital payments, often for the first time.
This presents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to introduce more tools, like savings, credit, and insurance,
which are vital to deepen resilience and create opportunity. If we do that, we can ensure that accelerating
digitization truly empowers vulnerable people — and that’s what we’re working to do at Accion.
We are driving the digital transformation of frontline financial service providers and their clients, enabling
people and small businesses to get back on their feet and start accessing the security and opportunities
of going digital. We’re funding and growing innovative fintechs that are expanding the boundaries of the
digital economy to uplift more people and small businesses. And we are sharing evidence-based insights on
what works to build a more inclusive financial system for the underserved.
Change can happen quickly and lead to unintended consequences. So, we must strive for a future that
includes everyone, including women, people in rural areas, and those with little digital experience and
access to digital tools. By placing the needs of underserved people at the center of our efforts, we can do our
best to create progress that doesn’t leave them behind.
Together, we can seize the moment to build a more inclusive world than we had before the pandemic, but
only if we focus on uplifting and empowering the people who are being left out today.

Best,

Michael Schlein
President & CEO

Diana L. Taylor
Board Chair
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We are working to open opportunity
for the most vulnerable
In 2021, Accion worked to empower women, small businesses, marginalized people, and those hit
hardest by the pandemic with the financial tools they need to recover and build resilience. With
your support, we’re building a more inclusive world with equal opportunity for all.

Thanks to Accion’s partner Fundación Génesis Empresarial in Guatemala, street vendor Claudia de Aldana accessed the
financial support and digital tools she needed to build a more secure future. Accion and Génesis are working to equip more
Central American entrepreneurs like Claudia with the digital tools they need to thrive.

Low-income farmers can’t
always access the training
and inputs they need to earn
a stable income and adapt
to challenges like a changing
climate. Innovative financial
tools open opportunity for
small-scale farmers to thrive.
Our partner Apollo Agriculture
takes a tech-based approach
to empowering smallholder
farmers with the tools they
need to succeed.
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Our Impact
In 2021, the global pandemic threatened the livelihoods of low-income people, and an uneven recovery deepened
economic divides. But at the same time, the growing digital economy created an opportunity to build a more inclusive
world than we had before.
Accion seized this moment by providing access to digital and financial tools that help people live healthier, safer, more
prosperous lives. We support and invest in entrepreneurs and companies that provide inclusive financial services. We
guide and advise these companies to ensure they reach and empower people. And we conduct rigorous research and
advocacy to advance inclusive financial systems for low-income people globally.milestones:

partners

220M

lives touched

15M+

Since our founding,
Accion has helped
build more than
200 institutions
operating across 63
countries.

When one person
uses a new financial
tool, entire families
can benefit. In 2021,
our work touched
the lives of 220
million people.

More than 15 million
people accessed
credit through
our partners.

200+

borrowers

60%

11M+

8M+

6M+

Roughly 60 percent
of our partners’
borrowers are
women.

More than 11 million
people saved
money through
our partners.

Our partners
disbursed more
than 8 million loans
to small businesses
and families.

More than 6 million
people accessed
insurance through
our partners.

women

savers

loans

insured
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Consolidated Statements
of Activities
2021

2020

Contributions and grants

6,802,160

6,267,293

Dividend and interest incomes from program investments

2,094,539

128,831

Dividend and interest incomes from short-term investments

1,834,236

2,266,213

574,421

575,000

2,670,148

2,539,712

$13,975,504

$11,777,049

   Global programs

9,351,587

9,368,463

   Global investments

8,797,269

6,069,365

   Center for Financial Inclusion

4,689,461

5,117,071

1,360,105

1,452,227

24,198,422

22,007,126

   General and administrative

6,376,047

5,182,675

   Fundraising

2,025,491

2,081,087

Total supporting services

8,401,538

7,263,762

$32,599,960

$29,270,888

REVENUES

Management fees
Contract revenues and training fees
TOTAL REVENUE
FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
Program services

   Education
Total program services
Supporting services

TOTAL FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

6%

19%

29%

20%
4%

REVENUES

4%

13%
15%

14%

49%

Contributions and grants

49%

Dividend and interest income
from program investments

15%

Dividend and interest income
from short-term investments

13%

Contract revenues and
training fees

27%

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

REVENUES

Management fees

FUNCTIONAL
EXPENSES

4%
19%

Program Services
Global programs

29%

Global investments

27%

Center for Financial Inclusion

14%

Education
General and administrative
Fundraising

4%
20%
6%

This information is unaudited and final amounts may differ. Full audited financial reports and 990s are available on our website: http://www.accion.org/financials.
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How we work
In 2021, Accion worked to connect more people to the financial tools they need to weather storms, get back on their
feet, and build a more secure future. As the pandemic tangled supply chains, shuttered storefronts, and depleted
families’ income, vulnerable people desperately needed financial services like savings, credit, insurance, and digital
payments to start rebuilding and adapting to succeed in the modern economy.
Accion empowered underserved people, families, and small businesses with these tools — and supported the financial
service providers striving to serve them — by:
•
•
•
•

Investing in the entrepreneurs and companies that provide inclusive financial services.
Guiding and advising the management teams of these companies and others to ensure their success.
Studying and sharing successes, to export best practices to other companies and countries and overcome
barriers to progress.
Conducting rigorous research and advocacy to advance inclusive financial systems for low-income people
around the world.

Our teams
Accion Global Advisory Solutions works with inclusive financial service providers around the world to maximize
their ability to serve low-income and vulnerable people around the world. In 2021, as providers navigated the
difficulties of the pandemic, we enabled them to embrace vital new technologies, boost their efficiency, and lower
costs — providing a lifeline of financial support for families and small businesses who rely on them. We equipped
our partners and other stakeholders with our insights and recommendations on effective digital transformation,
and we have become a partner of choice for development financial institutions seeking to drive digital adoption in
emerging markets.
Through our global partnership with the Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, our work has touched the lives of
9 million people, including 2 million micro and small businesses who actively used a digital product or service. We
also worked with partners to develop better customer experiences and improved data capabilities.

Accion Global Investments supports frontline financial service providers as they serve individuals, families, and
small businesses coping with persistent uncertainty and instability. In 2021, we worked to strengthen the financial
position of partners working in markets experiencing the most severe effects of the pandemic, ensuring they could
focus on answering the needs of vulnerable and hardworking clients. We collaborated with partners to anticipate
cash flows and restructure payments to ease the payment burdens on clients and allow them more time to rebuild.
We invested in the digital transformation of our partners, equipping them with the resources they need to embrace
new digital tools, and guided their steps to adaptability and resilience.
One of these partners is BancoSol in Bolivia — the country’s largest microfinance provider with around one
million clients. Bolivia experienced some of the world’s worst health and economic impacts of the pandemic. And,
following the devastating loss of Kurt Koenigsfest, CEO of BancoSol and beloved friend to many, we stepped in
to provide board governance and leadership as BancoSol sought and appointed a new executive team. With the
support of Accion Global Advisory Solutions, BancoSol accelerated the rollout of new digital tools, including an
improved mobile banking app and a gamification framework that has boosted digital adoption and customer
engagement by rewarding users for saving money, making digital payments, and repaying loans on time. From
2019 to 2021, BancoSol increased digital customers by almost twofold and more than tripled the number of digital
transactions. At year-end 2021, BancoSol serves 22,000 more clients than prior to the pandemic and retained 98
percent of clients by prioritizing solutions that help them cope with extreme disruptions to their livelihoods.
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Accion Venture Lab is a leading global early-stage investor in inclusive fintech startups. Through Accion Venture
Lab’s portfolio of innovative companies, we are expanding access to well-designed, affordable financial services
that allow low-income individuals and small businesses around the world to grow and prosper. These companies
are expanding the borders of our rapidly digitizing economy, applying new technologies and business models to
meet clients where they are on their digital and financial journeys and enable more people to build their financial
resilience.
In 2021, Accion Venture Lab worked with these companies to adapt and strengthen their go-to-market strategies
during the pandemic to focus on meeting customers’ needs and empowering them with the tools of recovery and
resilience. Through the leadership of new Managing Partner Amee Parbhoo, in 2021 Accion Venture Lab invested in
nine fintech companies innovating for inclusion. These companies are working in many ways and in many markets
to reach and uplift vulnerable clients: connecting agricultural retailers to the resources they need to support rural
farmers, helping consumers purchase insurance from businesses they trust, equipping food trucks with digital
payment capabilities, empowering mom-and-pop stores with inventory financing, and much more.

After her husband passed away, María Bonifacia Pirir Sequén opened a small textile workshop in Guatemala, producing and selling
traditional fabrics to provide for her family and herself. Working with our partner Fundación Génesis Empresarial, María Bonifacia
got the financial support she needed to purchase more threads to work with, renovate her small workshop, and build a successful
business.

Our strategic partnership with Quona Capital, a venture capital firm that invests in growth-stage fintech
companies in emerging markets, identifies the most powerful and promising innovations creating a more inclusive
economy and financial system. The Accion Frontier Inclusion Fund, one of the world’s first global fintech funds for
the underserved, and the Accion Quona Inclusion Fund have together raised more than $344 million for scalable
fintech companies that are leveraging the power of digital technology to equip more people, families, and small
businesses with the financial tools they need.
In 2021, Ula, a portfolio company of Accion Quona Inclusion Fund (managed by our partner Quona Capital),
expanded its work to support small store owners across Southeast Asia, starting in Indonesia. Traditional banks
usually overlook these small retailers, so Ula is leveraging tech and data to provide them with tailored and
affordable products they need to grow their businesses, including a wholesale marketplace, delivery services, and
working capital to purchase inventory. Ula’s recent expansion into new towns in Indonesia, along with business
model innovations that add value to small store owners — such as pick-up services for perishables — is creating
greater access to high-quality business and financial solutions for underserved entrepreneurs in Southeast Asia.
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Our work around the world

Creating products that build financial health in
Mexico and Chile
As more businesses and individuals go digital,
more people are gaining access to critical financial
services. But varying levels of digital and financial
expertise among low-income people, as well as the
evolving risks of digital business models, can limit the
benefits of these tools. That’s why, with the support
of MetLife Foundation, Accion partnered with five
financial service providers in Mexico and Chile to
design innovative financial products specifically
geared to improve clients’ financial health — a winwin for both providers and their clients.
Through this partnership Accion worked with
RedCapital, a crowdfunding platform for micro and
small businesses in Chile, to redesign their platform
and digital customer experience to better serve
microenterprises. Our work enabled enterprising
clients like Daniela to build her financial resilience,
featured in the video above.

Leveraging fintech to expand inclusion in Southeast Asia
In Southeast Asia, more than 70 percent of people don’t
have access to bank accounts, and nearly two-thirds of
small businesses lack access to formal financing. To build
a more inclusive financial system in the region, Accion
Venture Lab worked to strengthen and grow innovative
fintech companies that are applying new technologies
and business models to equip more people with the tools
they need to thrive.
In Indonesia, Fairbanc enables inventory financing for
small retail shops with a buy now, pay later product that is
integrated in the ordering apps of inventory suppliers. We
ensured Fairbanc had the support needed to build strong
partnerships, leverage new technology, and successfully
integrate with retail platforms. Fairbanc has increased
access to financing for small merchants in Indonesia — 70
percent of which are owned and managed by women.
Pintek, a specialized education lender, provides financing
to small and medium-sized private schools and low-tomiddle income families to improve access to education
in Indonesia, where public education options are very
competitive. We supported Pintek through the volatility
of the pandemic so the company could expand access
to their services and provide schools with the digital
capabilities needed to continue teaching during the
pandemic.
In the Philippines, Advance provides employees a way
to bridge paychecks. People working blue collar jobs or
entry-level positions often need to borrow money to cover
unexpected expenses, so Advance provides a trustworthy
alternative to more risky, informal options. Through
strategic guidance and collaboration, we worked with
Advance to place their customers’ financial health at the
heart of their product offerings and their overall mission.

Creating new opportunities for the underserved in Central America
ISmall businesses and families in Latin America experienced devastating health and economic impacts due to the
global pandemic. And in Central America’s Northern Triangle, which spans El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras, a
vicious combination of poverty and violence is driving mass migration to the United States.
In 2021, Accion responded to a call to action from U.S. Vice President Kamala Harris to create new economic
opportunities in the Northern Triangle. As a founding member of the cross-sector Partnership for Central America,
Accion committed to provide advice, guidance, and capacity building services to the financial institutions that are
helping micro and small business owners in the region, ultimately benefitting more than 400,000 people. To drive
progress on this goal, Accion is working to advance the digital transformation of our longtime partner Fundación
Génesis Empresarial, Guatemala’s largest nonprofit microfinance provider with 217,000 clients. We are working with
Génesis to drive adoption and usage of their digital financial services and to build the financial resilience of their
women and smallholder farmer clients.
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Providing sustainable energy for farmers in Kenya
Technology is making it possible for Kenyan farmers
to convert waste into a renewable energy source that
sustains their businesses. Biodigesters take a widelyavailable resource to dairy and pig farmers — manure
— and convert it to animal feed, fertilizer, and biogas
that they can use for household and farm energy
needs. But biodigesters can be expensive, putting
them out of reach for many farmers in Kenya.
In 2021, Accion Global Advisory Solutions worked
with Sistema.bio to pilot a biodigester rollout in
Nakuru County in Kenya. Through this partnership, an
initiative funded by Financial Sector Deepening Kenya, we sought to understand why biodigesters haven’t been
widely adopted by smallholder farmers and discover ways to address the obstacles holding them back, like the
cost of installation. Biodigesters can be expensive, putting them out of reach for many Kenyan farmers. Typically,
equipment manufacturers such as Sistema.bio also offer financing options. To expand the pool of funding available
to farmers, we explored partnerships with various types
Bringing the digital tools of resilience
of financial institutions including a fintech, a commercial
to India’s last mile
bank, a microfinance institution, and a cooperative to
offer other avenues for extending financial support to
More than 65 percent of India’s 1.37 billion people
farmers so that they can install biodigesters on their
live in rural areas, and many living in these remote
farms. With Accion’s support, Sistema.bio is now making
locations have extremely limited access to digital
these life-changing biodigesters accessible to farmers
and financial tools. Accion’s partner Dvara KGFS
through small and flexible loans from their own books
works to build the financial resilience of last-mile,
and with financial partners like Fortune SACCO.
low-income communities by providing complete
access to financial services for individuals and
Training entrepreneurs for a quick recovery
small businesses in rural India. In 2021, Dvara joined
Accion’s partnership with the Mastercard Center for
After navigating more than a year of economic
Inclusive Growth to help small businesses operate in
crisis caused by the pandemic, many small business
and benefit from the digital economy. Through this
owners continued to struggle to make ends meet.
work, Accion enabled Dvara to leverage technology to
They faced decreased sales, overwhelming debt, and
boost efficiency and optimize customer experiences
depleted savings that made it difficult to continue
for its 486,000 clients. Only 45 percent of these clients
serving customers and providing for their families.
have access to a smartphone, so Dvara has taken
To equip entrepreneurs with the tools they need to
a hybrid approach that combines tech and touch
rebuild their resilience in the face of this crisis and
components to reach more rural customers.
future challenges, Accion Global Advisory Solutions
launched a COVID-19 recovery toolkit through our
We’re also advancing the digital journey of
edtech platform Ovante, which is available in English,
Annapurna Finance, a frontline financial service
Spanish, and Hindi. With funding from S&P Global
provider that serves more than 2 million clients across
Foundation, MetLife Foundation, and FedEx, we made
India through a rural distribution network. With new
the toolkit available at no cost. Through interactive
digital capabilities, Annapurna can reach more
learning modules, the toolkit addresses three primary
clients, provide better customer support, improve
concerns we’ve heard from small business owners:
the efficiency, and launch digital products that help
feeling confident about their finances, adapting their
microentrepreneurs stay in business. We helped
businesses to thrive, and taking their businesses into
Annapurna design and launch an emergency loan
the digital age.
for small businesses, accessible through SMS texting,
to help them quickly bounce back from the severe
disruptions caused by the pandemic.
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In India, social and cultural norms create a major barrier to women’s economic participation. The Center for Financial
Inclusion is studying programs to change these norms and empower women to take more control of their financial futures.

The Center for Financial Inclusion
The Center for Financial Inclusion (CFI) works to advance inclusive financial services for the billions of people who
lack the financial tools needed to improve their lives and thrive. Leveraging strong industry partnerships, we conduct
rigorous research, test emerging solutions, and advocate for evidence-based change.
The global pandemic created immense challenges for low-income people while accelerating the pace of digitization,
creating new business models and tech-enabled solutions. CFI worked to analyze these changes and equip leaders
with the resources, insights, and relationships they need to devise an informed course of action. In 2021, CFI
advanced critical research on four thematic priorities: protecting consumers in the digital economy, exploring data
risks and opportunities, responding and adapting to the risks of climate change, and advancing women’s financial
inclusion.
Convening the field to share insights and best practices
More than 3,400 people registered for CFI’s 2021 Financial Inclusion Week, the highest level of participation in the
event’s history. Financial Inclusion Week convened financial service providers, regulators, policy experts, researchers,
and industry leaders in wide-ranging discussions surrounding the central theme of promoting prosperity in an era
of uncertainty. The agenda featured more than 300 speakers and sessions that explored critically important topics in
today’s evolving and complex context, including the role of financial services in helping vulnerable people manage
climate risks, addressing social norms that restrict women’s financial inclusion, and the evolving consumer risks and
challenges in the digital economy.
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Elevating inclusive fintech innovation
Capital is often easily available to well-known fintechs, but less so for early-stage fintechs focused on financial
inclusion and resilience for underserved customers. The Inclusive Fintech 50 competition provides these startups with
valuable visibility and credibility among investors, as well as exposure to media and potential partners. The 2021
winners were selected from a pool of 377 applicants, representing 77 countries, with Sub-Saharan Africa representing
nearly half of all candidates. An independent panel of 22 expert judges selected the fintechs through a rigorous process
that evaluated their inclusivity, innovation, traction, and scale potential. The 2021 competition was sponsored by Visa,
MetLife Foundation, and Jersey Overseas Aid & Comic Relief, with support from Accion and IFC.

Illuminating the risks and rewards of algorithms
Algorithms can make it easier to expand the reach of digital financial services, but they can also discriminate against
people with limited credit histories. In 2021, CFI hosted a virtual roundtable conversation on this critically important
topic, cochaired by the United Nations Secretary General’s Special Advocate for Inclusive Finance for Development
H.M. Queen Máxima of the Netherlands and CFI’s Managing Director Mayada El-Zoghbi. The conversation was
attended by central bank governors from around the world, and drew from CFI’s 2021 report “The Stories Algorithms
Tell: Bias and Financial Inclusion at the Data Margins.” As digitization continues to rapidly accelerate, this convening
opportunity sought to ensure global leaders are maximizing opportunities and minimizing potential risks.

Empowering women to seize new opportunities
Globally, less than half of women participate in the labor force, compared to three-quarters of men. And in
developing regions, up to 95 percent of women’s employment is informal, leaving them unprotected by labor laws.
The global pandemic only added to these challenges, as women faced higher rates of job loss and more family care
responsibilities. In 2021, with support from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, CFI conducted landscaping research
to illuminate how social norms can restrict women’s ability to participate in the economy and evaluate the research
to date on programs seeking to change these norms. CFI research also explored the effectiveness of efforts to equip
women with digital and financial tools they need to grow their businesses, support their families, and recover from the
multi-faceted challenges created by the pandemic.

Gauging economic impacts on small businesses
Supported by the Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, in 2021 CFI continued to release results of a survey of micro,
small, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) across 4 countries — Colombia, India, Indonesia, and Nigeria — to
understand the impact of COVID-19 on their financial performance and the financial lives of their owners. The trends
illuminated by CFI’s data from this survey show that MSMEs and their owners have been dramatically affected by the
pandemic, impacting their income, employment, and financial security. MSMEs surveyed are largely struggling to go
digital, suggesting that the smallest enterprises have yet to benefit from the latest wave of digitalization.
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Accion Opportunity Fund
Accion Opportunity Fund (AOF) provides U.S. small business owners with access to the capital, networks, and coaching
they need to thrive. Entrepreneurs across industries—including restaurants, salons, florists, construction companies,
and beyond—turn to AOF for transparent, affordable capital and free comprehensive business resources. The majority
of AOF’s clients are women and people of color, who often struggle to secure capital and resources because they are
systematically shut out from traditional financing. AOF has spent more than 25 years investing in diverse entrepreneurs
so they can invest in themselves and their communities, while also working to advance racial, gender, and economic
justice within the financial system

90%

diverse
borrowers

Over our history,
more than 90
percent of AOF’s
loans have been to
entrepreneurs who
are Black, LatinX,
low and moderate
income, and women.

$123M

$6M

4.6K

1.3M

We loaned $123
million to small
businesses through
nearly 3,000 loans.

We provided $6
million in financial
relief to struggling
small businesses.

We provided expert
advice to 4,600
entrepreneurs.

Nearly 1.3 million
people accessed
our educational
resources.

loaned

in relief

advised

learners

Enabling small businesses to thrive in difficult times
In 2021, AOF reached a remarkable milestone in lending: disbursing $123.7 million through nearly 3,000 loans, with a
focus on women and people of color. In addition, AOF’s virtual training series shared valuable knowledge and skills
with more than 4,600 people, 75 percent of whom were people of color and 67 percent of whom were women. Most
attendees reported that the training made them feel more prepared to run their business. AOF also provided free
one-on-one coaching to 755 small business owners via in-house coaches and through trusted partners, offering
personalized support in navigating ownership and management of small businesses. AOF’s coaching clients were 82
percent people of color and 62 percent women. Nearly 1.3 million individuals also learned from digital educational
resources in AOF’s online Business Resource Library.
Despite a global pandemic and an inequitable financial system, small business owners continue to persevere in
building thriving neighborhoods and vibrant local economies. AOF is proud to support entrepreneurs such as Dora, the
president of California-based Yuca’s Restaurants, who participated in one-on-one coaching with AOF. “It’s wonderful
that groups like AOF think about small businesses and ways to help us survive,” Dora said. “That’s kind of what makes
pandemics like this survivable is that you know that there are people who are out there who care.”
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Amplifying impact with corporate
partnerships
In 2021, AOF built and expanded several
relationships with corporate partners who share
our mission to empower traditionally excluded
small businesses:
We worked alongside DoorDash to develop the
Main Street Strong Accelerator program, which
supported restaurants by connecting owners with
resources to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic.
In 2021, 100 business owners participated in the
accelerator, receiving $20,000 grants and access
to an eight-week, hands-on business curriculum.
We expanded a long-standing relationship with
FedEx to create the FedEx E-Commerce Learning
Lab, which helps women entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurs of color who own small productbased businesses develop and grow e-commerce
operations.

Specializing in multimedia design, multi-channel marketing, consulting,
brand development, media buying, and public relations, Dania Abdul
and Vania Ceruti own and operate 360 Marketing & PR, a full-service
marketing and public relations agency based in Camden, NJ.

We teamed up with LegalZoom on Fast Break for Small Business, an initiative to support thousands of small business
owners with $6 million in grants and LegalZoom services over three years. AOF is the nonprofit administrator of this
innovative program, which is supported by a partnership between LegalZoom and the NBA, WNBA and NBA G League.
In the first grant cycle, AOF awarded $10,000 grants and $500 in LegalZoom services to 50 small business owners
across 27 states, with recipients who are predominantly women and people of color. An additional 950 small businesses
each received $500 in LegalZoom services.
Expanding access to capital with American Express
In 2021, American Express made a record-breaking $40 million commitment to AOF, which marked the largest
contribution to support the organization’s work to date. This investment, which reaffirms American Express’
commitment to supporting entrepreneurs of color, will yield more than $125 million in loans for small businesses. These
loans will help create or retain more than 10,000 jobs and create a ripple effect of economic activity as funds flow
through local communities and are repaid. AOF’s ongoing partnership with American Express offers Small Business
Progress Loans of $5,000 to $100,000 and connections to valuable business resources from American Express.
Driving investment in low-income communities
The New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program is a federal program that helps economically-distressed communities
fill project financing gaps by enabling investors to make larger investments than would otherwise be possible. AOF
participates in the NMTC Program by partnering with community-based organizations across the Western U.S. to
scale their impact. Through the NMTC Program, AOF finances the construction or expansion of nonprofit-sponsored
community facilities that provide education, medical care, healthy food, and temporary shelter while creating jobs
and building healthy economies predominantly in low-income neighborhoods. AOF has invested $388 million in NMTC
Program projects, building 32 nonprofit facilities and Native American community projects that support approximately
8,300 construction jobs and permanent jobs. These projects have served more than 839,000 people, predominantly
low-income individuals, people of color, and at-risk youth.
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Growing a more secure future
Marco Antonio Zepet Jiatz
Tecpán, Guatemala
For Marco Antonio Zepet Jiatz, owning and operating a
farm in Tecpán, Guatemala, has yielded much more than
abundant harvests. Thanks to the income from selling
his crops, he’s sent his six children to school and grown a
more secure future for his family.
Marco Antonio grows peas and strawberries that are
exported to Europe and the United States. His business
is steadily growing thanks to the loans and advice he
received from Accion’s partner Fundación Génesis
Empresarial, Guatemala’s largest nonprofit microfinance
provider. “Génesis has helped me a lot in the production
of my crops because I need capital,” he said.
In Guatemala, micro and small businesses like Marco
Antonio’s account for 85 percent of employment, but they
struggle to access services from the large commercial
banks that dominate the financial system. Génesis bridges
that gap by offering a range of financial products for

low-income clients, including working capital, housing,
and education loans, as well as agricultural financing and
advice, insurance, and payments.
Accion is working with Génesis to drive adoption and
usage of digital financial services and strengthen the
resilience of smallholder farmer clients like Marco Antonio.
This work is central to Accion’s commitment to support
economic opportunity in Central America’s Northern
Triangle, a region facing extremely high levels of poverty
and instability.
Thanks to the support he’s received from Génesis, Marco
Antonio is leveraging his role as a business leader to
drive investments in his community and build a better
environment for his family and others to enjoy. He
partners with his local community development board
to help complete projects that his community needs to
support health and safety. “That is how we collaborate to
keep our community going,” he said.
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One loan can make a difference
Mahalakshmi
Tamil Nadu, India
Mahalakshmi, her husband, and her daughter once
struggled to get by on the earnings from their small
farm in Tamil Nadu, India. Her family and others in her
community are overlooked by traditional banks that don’t
serve remote and rural locations, which makes it harder to
find ways to grow their businesses.
Thanks to rural outreach efforts by Accion’s partner Dvara
KGFS, Mahalakshmi received a small business loan that
allowed her to purchase a cow and start a dairy business
that can sustain her family. “Since we sell milk in our
neighborhood and we directly get that income, it has
really benefitted us,” she said. “We don’t have to depend
entirely on my husband’s money.”
In India, three out of four women living in rural areas
work on small-scale farms. As farming challenges push
rural men to cities in search of better paying jobs, women
have become responsible for most of the country’s dairy
production and food production. And yet, despite their

crucial role in the agriculture sector, social norms make it
harder for women to own farmland in India.
Accion and Dvara are working to create new
opportunities for these women and rural entrepreneurs by
providing access to the financial tools they need to create
brighter futures for themselves and their families. In 2021,
Dvara joined Accion’s partnership with Mastercard to
digitally transform their operations and help more of their
small business clients to operate in and benefit from the
digital economy.
Dvara’s efforts to create a more inclusive financial system
have made a real difference in the lives of women like
Mahalakshmi, as well as their families and broader
communities. “Our livelihood has improved so much
because of Dvara’s team,” said Mahalakshmi. “We are
able to send our kids to school and even save some
money for ourselves.”
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A third-generation Brooklynite, Kymme Williams-Davis is
the founder of Bushwick Grind, a café with deep roots in
Kymme’s family story and her local community. Kymme
named the business in honor of the hardworking women
in her family, including her mother, grandmother, and
great-grandmother, whom she calls “grinders” — and the
café seeks to channel their spirit in providing a welcoming
space for local people.
Kymme and her husband, Raymond, were inspired to
open Bushwick Grind after noticing a lack of places
in their neighborhood to sit down for a cup of coffee.
They wanted to provide their neighbors with a friendly
atmosphere, delicious meals, and an extraordinary
customer experience. And since opening the café in April
2015, Kymme has grown its offerings from coffee and
pastries into a full-service restaurant, providing a healthconscious menu with food options sourced from local
producers.
To ensure her business is on a path to success and
financial resilience, Kymme participated in the Main
Street Strong Accelerator, a collaboration between Accion
Opportunity Fund and DoorDash. Through the guidance
of restaurant industry experts, the program offers an
immersive curriculum designed to help restaurateurs
grow their businesses and gain new strategies on

effective marketing, accessing capital, managing cash
flow, and creating successful menus.
Through participating in this experience, Kymme
networked with other entrepreneurs, received valuable
input, and built lasting relationships. “The level of
expertise was excellent,” said Kymme about the program,
which also provided her with a $20,000 grant to grow her
business.
Accion Opportunity Fund is proud to support
entrepreneurs like Kymme, who nourish their
neighborhoods and communities with jobs, services,
resources, and so much more. To support local
entrepreneurs, Bushwick Grind also hosts a space for
small businesses to sell their products in their “Brick
Boutique.” The café also serves as a community food
refuge through the 2Fish5Loaves free Community Fridge.
Thanks in part to the support she accessed through
Accion Opportunity Fund, Kymme has big plans to grow
her business and nurture her interest in local, healthy
food. She is currently attending New York City Farm
School, and she hopes to open a community farm to grow
and share her own produce. Like the women in her family,
Kymme’s passion and dedication is touching the lives of
many in her community.

Honoring her family, connecting her community
Kymme Williams-Davis
Brooklyn, New York, USA
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Without access to insurance, most people in Kenya lack a safety net in times of job loss, illness, or accidents. That’s why Jihan Abass
founded Lami, an Accion Venture Lab portfolio company that is helping more people across Africa access insurance by enabling
business-to-consumer companies to develop and sell insurance products to their customers.

2021 Partnerships and Donors
Institutional Partnerships
Alliance for Financial
Inclusion

Credit Suisse APAC
Foundation

for Greater Buffalo

Red Accion Latino America

Apoyo Integral, S.A.

EPreward, Inc.*

MainStreet

S&P Global Foundation

The Aspen Institute

FedEx

Maj Invest South America

SOGESOL S.A.

AXA S.A.

Financial Sector
Deepening Kenya

MAK Technologies, Inc.

The Stone Soup Fund

Mastercard (US)

Swiss Capacity Building
Facility (SCBF)

Banco Compartamos,
S.A., Institucion de
Banca Multiple
Banco Santander, S. A.
The Brinson Foundation
Citi Foundation
Comic Relief
Concord Advisory Group
Consultative Group to
Assist the Poor (CGAP)
Credit Suisse

*

Financiera Solidaria
Greater Horizons
Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB)
International Finance
Corporation (IFC)
The Keith V. Kiernan
Foundation
Legacy II Fund
Community Foundation

Indicates Sustainers Society member

Mastercard Foundation
MetLife Foundation
Netherlands Development
Finance Company (FMO)
New Venture Fund
Nordic Microfinance
Initiative (NMI)
Opportunity International
The Racemaker
Charitable Fund

United States Agency
for International
Development (USAID)
UPS Foundation
Visa Foundation
Visa, Inc
World Food
Programme (WFP)
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Individual Supporters
THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP
COUNCIL
$100,000+

Dalio Philanthropies
Sanjay Ghemawat
Ghemawat
Charitable Fund
The Hawk Rock Foundation
The Estate of F. Richard
and June Kramer
Anonymous

Ken Miller and
Lybess Sweezy

Robert and Margaret Ayres

Charley Gross

Birch and Catherine
Mullins

Debbie L. Benner
John and Linda Benner

Terese Hagerty and
Rachel Lyons

Martin Bernstein and
Pamela Oxenberg

Robert S. Hagge, Jr.
Gina Harman

Kenneth Boudreau

Gail and Walter Harris

Thomas and JaMel Perkins
Lawrence T. Phelan
Richard L. Smith
Paul Tregidgo and
Barbara Belch
The Nararo Foundation
$5,000 – $9,999
Yvonne Adams

Dawn S. Bowen

Hickey Family Foundation

*

Mary and Douglas Bower

*

John and Irene Briedis
Patricia A. Cabot*
Nancy Castle
Lorene W. Chang
Brian Chappelle

$20,000 – $99,999

Robert Annibale

Susan Okie Bush

Thomas C. Barry

Claire and Maurits
Edersheim Foundation

Titus A. Brenninkmeijer*

Gilles Gade

Nikola Filby

Don R. Goodman

Richard and Andrea Fink

Patrick Curley

Joe and Luisa Hamilton

Dolores Daly

Dianne and Ron Hoge

The Growing Hope
Foundation

Sandra Darville

Scott and Peggy Kalb

Robert and Betts Helander

John Paul Davis

David & Carol Myers
Foundation

Joe Hill

Antonio Del Pino

Josh and Elisabeth Kanner

Jeffrey L. Dennis

Elizabeth McCaul and
Frank Ingrassia

Claudia and Keith Kennedy

The Doehring Foundation

Tara Kenney

Robert J. Ekman

Michael and Cheryl Lexton

Monica and Jordan Engel

Henry and Shelby Miller

Robert Erck

Janet M. Offensend

David and Elisabeth Eurkus

Leslie and David Puth

Erika Eurkus and
Johannes Pretorius

One Voice Charitable Fund
Joan H. Rechnitz
Phillip and Tracey Riese
The Spurlino Foundation
PRESIDENT’S
CIRCLE
$10,000 – $19,999

The Clifford Foundation

MGR Foundation
Michael Schlein and
Jordan Tamagni

Wing Chow
Michael and Victoria Chu
Brian and Susan Clancy
Paula V. Cortes

Stephen Fernands
Enrique and
Azucena Ferraro

Patricia Hilpert and
John Cloninger
Marcia Hobart
William Holman
The Huber Family
Foundation
John Huddleston
Bart Hulshof
David and Brenda Humm
Monwhea Jeng
The Irving S. and Alwyn N.
Johnson Family Foundation
Sharon Jorgensen
Edward M. Juda
Liz Keenan
Jeanie and Murray Kilgour
Tim and Jennifer Kingston
Wayne and Lynn Kinney*
Matthew Kromer
Merle Kroop
Arif and Deborah Kureshy
The LaGarde
Charitable Trust
Thomas A. Lehrer
Daniel J. Lew and
Sally A. Kornbluth

William Barton Boyer
and Elaine May Boyer

Eraj Shirvani

John H. Fischer

CBB Fund

Mark D. Smith
Charles Sonsteby and
Valerie Davisson

Stanley and Gwen Fischer
Sean and Sudha Foote

Richard and Barbara
Marx Foundation

Lucy and Daniel Stroock

Steve Chapman and
Carol Francis

Sarah McCabe and
Russell Quong

ACCIONISTAS & ACCION
WOMEN’S NETWORK
$1,000 – $4,999

Tom and Clare Friedman
Laura Gaviria

Paul McCarthy and
Orla O’Callaghan

Bruce Ackerman

Maureen Gemma

Mark E. Meachen*

Esteban Altschul

Ron Gielgun

Mike Meirick

John and Sharon Amdall

Phil and Marcia Giudice

Richard and Linda Miller

Juliet Anammah

Patsy M. Graham

Kathleen and Edwin Neill

Victoria Arrigoni and
Austin Whitman

Robert A. Granieri

The Nordemann
Foundation

Donna Dubinsky and
Leonard Shustek
Bob and Elly Gordman
Philip and Susan
Greenberg
Paul J. Isaac
Barbara Lucas and
Richard Nesson
Michael and Petra
Miebach
James Mihills

*

Indicates Sustainers Society member

Jill Heaton Gross and

William and
CharylAnn Maas
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William and Elinor Ogden

Paula Berman

Skip and Johnny Elliott

Roger and Joan Lewin

Martha Okie and
Anthony Fouracre

Hayes Stover

Pepy Ettinger

Claudia Lewis

María Otero and
Joseph Eldridge*

Mark and Judith Strickland

Donald F. Eyres

James Lockhart

Robert Sullivan

John and Jane Fisher

Irene S. Tobias

George Fleming

Heidi and Christopher
Logan

Jennifer Tweet

Joseph R. Visall and
Matie Flowers

Jonathan and
Kristine Owen
The Palmer Walker
Foundation
The Grace Jones
Richardson Trust
Patricia Pinkos
John R. Poole
Quintaglie, Nurani,
Lalji Giving Account
The Raney Family Fund
Chris Rief
John and Ann Robinson
Abigail Rome
Jennifer Rossetti
Marjory Russell
Carolyn Salon
David Saunders
John H. Schatteles
Robert W. Scholle
Martha K. Schuh
John and Lyn Scott
Jamey Shachoy
Narendra Shah
Vikram and Lael Shankar
David and Elizabeth
Sherman
Prateek Shrivastava
Peter Sills and
Susan Thomas
Steve Silver and
Deborah Springhorn
Albert & Lillian Small
Foundation
Molly Small
David A. Smith
Robert and Andrea
Solomon
Stephanie Squires
The SSH Fund
Frances W. Stevenson
Robert Stolzberg and
*

*

Luz Urrutia

Ethel Garedner

John Lovegren and
Daniel Isenschmid

Elsa Gamire and
Robert Russell

Rajesh Mahey
Mary A. Maldonado

James Garrett

Linnea Mandell

Barbara Gaynor

Daniel R. Martin

Jonathan Gold and
Kristen Fermaglich

Larry Martin and
Raquel Bech

Anonymous (4)

Maureen Grabowski

Jose Mas and
Deirdre Strachan

ADVOCATES
$500 – $999

Frank Grobman

Tina Vandersteel and
Matthew Cressotti
Cole Varvel
Karthik Venkataraman
Kathleen M. Waldron
Ellen Walton
Katarzyna Witkowski
and Jeffery Parker

Abhishek Agrawal
Jean A. Aldwell
Jordan J. Arbit

*

Jerald Bachman
Nina Baumbach
John Beckett

Edward J. Gracely
Barbara Gurtler
Diego Guzman
Stephen and Hilary
Harston*
James and Judith Healey
Robert and Joan Herman

Mark and Diane Bleier

Edward and Vicki
Hieronymus

Henry and Joan Bliss

Peter Hoffman*

William Braden, III

William T. Hoffman

Jack Branscomb

Katherine Holden

Leon Brauner

Honeybee Foundation

Hamilton B. Brown

Mary C. Hudgins*

Pauline Ho Bynum

Robert and Jo
Anne Hungate

Druzelle Cederquist
Bernadette Chorengel

Mary and George Johnston

Constance and Neal Clark

Jeffrey and Anne Katz

Mr. and Mrs. Frederic
H. Clark Family
Charitable Fund

Robert A. Kelly
Joseph Kenderdine

David and Holly Collins
Don B. Cook

Jerry Kickenson and
Kathleen Michels

John Cowgill

Philip Klabunde

Timpe-Crane Family Fund

Patrick Kleaver

R. Stephen Craxton

Loong Kong

Elizabeth and Tom Davis

Vidyul L. Krishman

Jill Detwiler

C. Eugene Lantz

Mark and Carolyn
Dewing-Hommes

James M. Lee

Sue Edwards

Indicates Sustainers Society member

Christopher Keys

Patricia Leibman

Oscar and Mary Mayer
Melissa McCance
Steve and Rhonda Miller
Edwin Monuki and
Lisa Flanagan
Randall Moory*
Jonathan and Amy
Morduch
Ruth I. Morton
Peter W. Moyer
Amy Ohlson
Alison Orr-Andrawes
Jane R. Pak
David and Eleanor
Paradise
Michael Patch
Mark and Susan Pavlin
Ronald Perez
Ralph B. and Mary Perry
John Pfister
Vikas Raj and Jessica Sobin
Rudy & Alice Ramsey
Foundation
RARS Beck Giving Fund
Robin Ratcliffe and
Larry Pixley
Jeff Rodman
William Rose
Jim Rosenberg and
Santiago Gonzalez
Robert C. Rothhouse
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Cynthia Rustanius
Michel Santerre

*

Thomas Savignano
and Peter Benson
Anand and Padma Savur
Genevieve A. Schechter
Nazanine Scheuer
William Schoenhard
Philip Schuyler
Sheldon and Ellen
Schwartz
David W. Sears
Carroll Shaw
Stuart and Janice
Shorenstein
June H. Shulman
Arthur Sklaroff and
Clare Chang-Sklaroff
Jeffery Smith and
Frances Jocelyn
Aaron and Martha Spital
Maria Stotz
Pavur R. Sundaresan
Joe and Barbara Swain
James E. Szabo
Robert and Bonnie Temple
Sheila Tew
Michael Toner
Robert L. Van Iten
Pamela S. Volkmann
Frank and Jennifer Wagner
Edward Wahtera
Catherine E. Weaver
Stephen J. Weed
Victoria T. White
David R. Willey
Marcelle M. Willock
Cynthia Wilson
Brent Winters
Elizabeth J. Whrstrom
Joanne C. Zema
Robert B. Zevin
Anonymous (2)

FRIENDS
$250 – $499

Glenn Allin
Lucas Baranowski
Nancy S. Barry
Richard Batt
The Baum Family Fund
of the Jewish Federation
of Greater Pittsburgh
Luke and Meghan
Baumstark
Howard Behr and
Melissa Pearce

William Jones

Wes G. Ernsberger*

Judy Judd

Julia M. Fair
Deborah L. Fineberg
Charles Fishman
and Trish Wilson
Anne M. Forbes
Richard J. Forde
W. Fowler
Franciscan Nuns
Dennis Friedman

Christopher Bingham

Sandra Galejs

William and Wylla
Mae Bitner

John and Margrit Garner*
Anne Gero-Stillwell

Elsa Blum

Jeanne Gerson

Maarten and
Marsha Bosland

Phillip Gibson

Jay Bosshardt

Mary L. Glatt-Banks*

Catherine S. Boyan
Gary S. Boyle
The Bretscher Family
Foundation
Michael Briselli and
Jeannee Sacken
Harold Brockman
and Cynthia Smith
Stephen Burns
William W. Burrus
Richard Burwen
J. Murfree Butler
Pamela R. Chang
J. Harley Chapman
Greg Chapman
Hillel Chiel and
Elizabeth Dreben
James Chik
John and Nancy Citti
Daniel Cook
Peter Cory and
Maxine Creanza
Hal Davis
Kathleen Doyle
Daniel Drake
David Dressler
Richard J. Dumler

*

Bobette Eckland and
Richard Kamens

Indicates Sustainers Society member

Anthony and Robin Glantz
David Goldberg
James C. Hand
Leonardo Handal
Keith Harrington
Kevin Hayden
Thomas and Anne Heck
Sigrid Hepp-Dax
Miguel Herrera and
Monika Freyman
Christopher Higgins
Alethia Hines*
Robert J. Hoffnung
Philip Hoose and
Sandi Ste George
Linda S. Hoover
Frederic and
Caroline Hoppin
Richard A. Horvitz
Louise Horvitz
Geoff Leek and
Heather Husom
Kenneth M. Ikeda
Carol B. Jackman
David and Kathrin Jackson
L. and David Japikse
Mark Steven Jenne
Susan Jones

James Joslin
Marc Kanner
Christine Keen
Valerie V. Kelleher*
Charles Keller
Kenneth King
Gary and Diane King
Marcella J. Klein
Gerald Koch
Katherine Koelle
Russell Kramer
Susan J. Effertz and
Charles W. Kuether
Susan Kupfer
Robb Lady
C. Virginia Lee*
John A. Liberatore
Elizabeth A. Lichter*
Karen D. Linn
Bruce A. Loughran
Jane and Albert Lucas
Alex Lue
M. Brinton Lykes
Theodore Lyman
Michael Maltz
Andrew M. Masse
Larry Matthews*
John McBride
Elizabeth and Terrance
McCloskey
David McNamara
Philip L. Metzler
Elizabeth Meyer
Steven P. Millard*
Douglas Miner
Mary D. Moon*
Peter A. Mullin
Mary and Fred Munson
Marina Natsis
M. Susana Navarro
and Arturo Pacheco
Kristi Niedermann
William K. Nisbet
Thomas H. O’Connor, Jr.
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Larry Packard

Patrick N. Shank

Richard Yoakam

Abigail Rome

Betty S. Parker

Joanne Shapiro

Anonymous (7)

Norman C. Rose

Bimal C. Patel

M. and Jane Sheldon

Henrik and Donna Patel

Suzanne H. Shenk
and Scott L. Siegal

Martin Peter

*

Daniel R. Peterson
Judith Polish

James Shepard

Charles A. Abela

Michael Shwartz

Ronald and Patricia
Anderson

Norman Sissman

Henry Posner, III

Sisters of the Divine Savior

Laura Quigg

John and Janet Skadden

Jeanne E. Radcliff
Richard R. Rammer

*

Sara Spaulding

Ronella Rapier and
Andrew Pickett

Jocelyn Starzak

Apurba Ray

Gary L. Tackes

Charles and Susan
Reinhart

Dagny I. Tennyson

Sharon Rives and
Paul Kendall

Stephen and Pat Tweedie

Forrest J. Rode

*

Gail Rojas
David Rosenbluth
David Ruchman and
Michel Dahlin
Michael and Karen Ruff
Ellen J. Sachs
Carol R. Schaffer

Sherry Stolzenberg

Gomer Thomas
Laurel B. Van Ham
Marjorie Van Handel*
Glenn and Ella
Vanlaningham
Daniel Ricardo Vela Baron
Victoria Wang and
Ronald Brown
Donn and Annita Weaver

Jon I. Scheinman

Ricki Weinberger
and Alan Willson

Michael J. Schultz

David Welter*

Monique Semp and
William Zavora

Susan Wolf

Anja Shafer

Barbara Wornum

*

Recife Society

Howard L. Wolk

Indicates Sustainers Society member

Andres Acedo &
Belinda Barrington
Robert and
Margarita Bartels
James Bellevue and
Elena Lipkowski
Carol Cavanaugh
William R. Dade
Russell and Carol Faucett
Bob and Elly Gordman
Keith and Adine
Kretschmer
Roger Krause
Roni Lebauer and
Michelle Ryan

Robert and Sibylle Scarlett
Josie Sentner
Samuel Slonim
Nancy Sherwood Truitt
David Walters
Gary A. Winter
Anonymous (2)

Sustainers Society
Bruce W. Ashford
Shreeya Bhatia
John Colgan-Davis
Bruce Greeley
Annie and John Harris
Yu-Hsun and Clarke Hung
Damian A. Maureira
Jay Mora
Janice E. Phillips

Richard and Linda Miller

Alan J. Purves

Thomas Nagle and
Leslie Haller

Morgan Radbourne
Cheick Sacko

Robert Newman

Janis Thompson

Catherine Quense and
Sandy Ahlstrom

Malcom K. Tronic
Aronna Wong

Caroline Ramsay Merriam Anonymous
Mila Reyes-Mesia
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Donor Advised
Funds, Matching
Gift Companies &
Workplace Giving
Programs
Accenture
Allianz Life Insurance
Company of North America
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Endowment
Foundation
America’s Charities
Ameriprise Financial
Employee Gift
Matching Program
Axos Clearing
The Benevity Community
Impact Fund
BlackRock Matching
Gift Program
BMO Charitable Fund
Brown Advisory
Caterpillar Foundation
Charles Schwab & Co.
Chase Online Bill Payment
The Chicago Community
Foundation
CitiBank, N.A.
Combined Jewish
Philanthropies

Frontstream
Give Lively Foundation Inc.
Givinga Foundation
Global Impact
Google Matching
Gifts Program
Grantham, Mayo, Van
Otterloo & Co. LLC
Guardian Life Insurance
Company of America
Gusto
Hearst
Illinois Department
Employee Payment
ImpactAssets, Inc.
Intel Foundation
J.P. Morgan Charitable
Giving Fund
Jeengle
Jewish Communal Fund
Jewish Community
Federation
The Jewish Community
Foundation Los Angeles
Jewish Community
Foundation of the
Jewish Federation of
Greater Pittsburgh
Jewish Federation
of Cleveland
JustGiving

Community Foundation
of Central Illinois

KeyBank National
Association

The Community
Foundation of Greater
Greensboro

The Liberty Mutual
Foundation

DeKalb County
Community Foundation

Maryland Charity
Campaign

DonorsTrust

LPL Financial

National Christian
Foundation

Merrimack Valley

National Financial
Services LLC

United Way of
Washtenaw County

National Philanthropic
Trust
Network For Good
The New York
Community Trust
Northern Trust Bank Miami
The Northern Trust
Company
Orange County
Community Foundation
PayPal Giving Fund
Pershing LLC
Railroad Development
Corp
Raymond James
Raymond James Charitable
Endowement Fund
Renaissance Charitable
Foundation
responsAbility Social
Investment Services AG
Rochester Area
Community Foundation

World Bank Community
Connections Fund
Xilinx
YourCause LLC

In-Kind
Goodwin Procter LLP
Latham & Watkins LLP
Mayer Brown LLP
Orrick, Herrington
& Sutcliffe LLP
Ropes & Gray LLP
Sidley Austin LLP
Tatva Legal

TD Ameritrade

Fidelity Brokerage
Services LLC

Microsoft Giving Campaign

United Health Group

Fidelity Charitable
Gift Fund

Morgan Stanley

United Way and
Other Charities

Morgan Stanley Global
Impact Funding Trust Inc.

United Way of
Massachusetts Bay and

Indicates Sustainers Society member

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

State Employees’
Community Campaign

UBS Financial Services Inc.

*

Wells Fargo Advisors

Societe Generale

Merrill Lynch- Office
Disbursement Account

Foundation for the
Carolinas

VMWare

Shell Oil Company
Foundation Matching Gifts

U.S. Charitable Gift Trust

Mightycause

Vanguard Charitable
Endowment Program

SEI Private Trust Company

McKinsey & Company

Everence

Vanguard

The Schwab
Charitable Fund

TIAA Charitable

Edward Jones

USB FInancial Services

S&P Foundation Matching Gifts

Mastercard International
Matching Gifts Program

E*Trade Financial
Corporation

United Way of Rhode Island

TIAA- CREF

United Charitable
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Board of Directors and
Senior Management
Officers
Diana L. Taylor
Chair
Former Banker
Ron Hoge
Vice Chair
Chairman, Pinnacle
Engines, Inc.
Phillip Riese
Treasurer
President, RIESE & OTHERS
Barbara Lucas
Secretary
Partner, Luness
Partners LLC

Directors
Juliet Anammah
Chief Sustainability Officer
and Chairwoman Nigeria,
Jumia Group
TS Anil
CEO, Monzo
Bob Annibale
Senior Fellow, University of
London, SOAS
Thomas C. Barry
Founder and CEO, Zephyr
Management
Titus Brenninkmeijer
President, Solgenix, LLC
Tara Kenney
Senior Vice President,
Boston Common Asset
Management

Elizabeth McCaul
Member of the Supervisory
Board of the European
Central Bank
Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard
Henry Miller
Principal, High Impact
Partnering LLC
Eraj Shrivani
Chairman, Emerging
Markets, Credit Suisse

Directors Emeriti
Michael Chu
Senior Lecturer, Harvard
Business School;
Co-Founder & Managing
Director, Ignia
Robert Helander
Managing Partner,
InterConsult LLP
Daniel R. Martin
Adjunct Associate
Professor, Pace University
Álvaro Rodríguez Arregui
Managing Partner, Ignia
John W. Scott
Retired Corporate
Vice President, CPC
International
Nancy Sherwood Truitt
President, Truitt Enterprises,
Inc.

Advisor to the Board
Sean Foote
Professional Faculty, UC
Berkeley, Haas School of
Business

Senior Management
Michael Schlein
President & CEO
Abhishek Agrawal
Managing Partner, Accion
Impact Management

Livingston Parsons III
Chief Financial Officer
Rahil Rangwala
Managing Partner, Accion
Venture Lab
Nazanine Scheuer
Chief Development and
Partnerships Officer
Victoria White
Managing Director, Accion
Global Advisory Solutions

Esteban Altschul
Chief Operating Officer
Njord Andrewes
Managing Parnter, Accion
Impact Management
Melissa Baez
Chief Talent Officer
Mayada El-Zoghbi
Managing Director, Center
for Financial Inclusion
John Fischer
Chief Investment Officer
Diego Guzmán
Chief Regional Officer,
Latin America
Maria Hermida
General Counsel
Brian Kuwik
Chief Regional Officer,
Africa
Amee Parbhoo
Managing Partner, Accion
Venture Lab
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Together, we can build a
better, more inclusive future
Accion’s work remains more urgent
than ever. We rely on the support of
visionary individuals and innovative
global partnerships to enable and
amplify our work. Your gifts can create
a more inclusive economic recovery—
where every individual has access to
resources and services to build resilience,
seize opportunities, and reach their full
potential.

YOU CAN SUPPORT OUR WORK IN MANY WAYS
DONATE ONLINE , BY PHONE , OR BY M AIL

DONATE CRYP TOCURRE NCY

You can make an outright gift by mail, calling our office, or
visiting our website. If mailing your gift, please make your
check or money order payable to “Accion International.”

Donating cryptocurrency is a tax-efficient way to support
Accion. It’s not subject to capital gains and is tax-deductible.

GIVE THROUGH DONOR-ADVIS E D FUNDS AND
FA M ILY FOUNDATION S

The Recife Society honors supporters who have
remembered Accion with a bequest that will help sustain
and strengthen our mission for years to come. You can
make a planned gift to Accion by including language in
your will or living trust, leaving a portion of your estate
to Accion, or designating Accion as a beneficiary of your
retirement account or life insurance policy.

Accion also accepts donations through donor-advised
funds or grants made by family and corporate
foundations. Call or email us with questions on giving
through these charitable vehicles.
BECOM E A MONTHLY DONOR

The Sustainers Society is a special group of loyal
supporters who demonstrate their commitment to
financial empowerment by making automatic monthly
gifts to Accion, which provide a consistent foundation of
support.
DONATE STOCK AND SECURITIES

Make a tax-deductible contribution of appreciated assets
without incurring capital gains taxes. Please visit our
website or details on how to maximize your impact by
making a gift of stock.

INCLUDE ACCION IN YOUR BEQUEST OR ESTATE PL AN S

GIVE QUALIFIE D CHARITABLE DISTRIBUTION S

Did you know that you can donate your required minimum
distribution from your IRA and reduce your taxable
income? If you have a traditional IRA and are of the age
70½, you can donate IRA assets to one or more charities in
a given year and receive a tax-break.
BECOM E A N IN SITUTION A L PA RTNE R

Your partnership helps millions of people reach their
economic potential. To get involved, visit: https://www.
accion.org/get-involved/partner-with-us.

If you have any questions about making a gift, or are interested in learning more about our giving societies (Accion Women’s
Network, President’s Circle, Thought Leadership Council), please visit https://www.accion.org/get-involved/donate or contact us at
donate@accion.org or 202.393.5113.
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